Millions of Africans Are
Preparing to Migrate to the
US or Europe Within Five
Years
Italy: Carlo Jean, a military general and professor of
Geopolitics at the Marconi University, says that military
intervention by his country to deal with mass immigration from
Libya already has become impossible. He says the only country
that could intervene and make a difference is Egypt, but the
cost would be too high. He believes that birth control is the
only answer because, otherwise, by 2050, Nigeria will have
more people than the European Union, and Africa will account
for one-third of humanity. -GEG

Italian general and noted author Carlo
Jean has dismissed the possibility of
successful military action in Libya and
warned that birth control measures need
to be implemented to stop the massive
future population growth in Africa.
General Jean, who currently serves as a professor of
Geopolitics at the Marconi University in Rome, has claimed
that Italian military intervention in the deteriorating

situation in Libya would be “impossible”, Il Giornale reports.
Jean blamed French President Emmanuel Macron for destabilising
the country saying that a summit Macron held in May excluded
many local tribal leaders and led to tribal leaders thinking
they would be “marginalised from access to wealth and moved
against the centre of power”.
“It is known that there is no Libyan people but a group of
tribes. Gaddafi himself, when he had problems, did not reunite
the Council of the Revolution Command but that of the leaders
of the tribes. Now, since France is the realm of rationality,
it is unthinkable that it was an oversight,” he said.
When asked about potential Italian military support to calm
the situation in Libya, Jean dismissed the idea saying the
country would need at least 200,000 troops and that public
opinion would turn against such an operation.
“Just see the trouble that the NGOs cause because we do not
let migrants enter the ports. The only country that could
intervene in Libya massively is Egypt, but in exchange for the
oil fields of the Tibesti or, at least, the royalties of the
exploitation of oil,” he said.
On the issue of mass migration from Africa, Jean said the
answer to the problem was birth control.
“The hygiene measures and medicines we exported to Africa have
extended life expectancy and infant mortality has
plummeted. In the fifties, Africans were 200 million, now they
are one billion and 200 million and, at the current conditions
of growth, at the end of the century will be more than 4
billion,” he noted.
“If there is no demographic transition measure, they will be
one-third of humanity. For example, Nigeria will have more
people than the European Union in 2050. Then what do we do?”
he said.

Read full article here…

Antifa Threatens President
Trump, Senator Cruz, and
Judge Kavanaugh: “You Are Not
Safe. We Will Find You.”
Smash Racism DC is an Antifa group operating in the capitol.
The group harassed Senator Ted Cruz and his wife at a
restaurant in DC on Monday night and drove them out of the
restaurant. They also threatened Judge Kavanaugh, President
Trump, and Senator Cruz on Twitter with a message telling
them: “You are not safe. We will find you. We will expose
you. We will take from you the peace you have taken from so
many others.” The leftists deleted their tweet, but Twitter

had not removed their account despite the clear violations of
Twitter’s terms of service. Mike Isaacson, an former economics
professor at John Jay College, is one of the founders of Smash
Racism DC and he previously called for the assassination of
Vice President, Mike Pence, and the killing of police and all
white people who were born before 1962. -GEG
The founder of the ‘Smash Racism DC’ group that harassed
Senator Ted Cruz and his wife in a restaurant last night is
Antifa professor Mike Isaacson, who previously tweeted about
teaching “future dead cops” and assassinating Mike Pence.
A mob of angry leftists forced Cruz and his wife to leave the
restaurant in DC last night before the video of their
confrontation went viral.

The group then vowed to target other Republicans, tweeting,
“You are not safe. We will find you….We will take from you the
peace you have taken from so many others.

As the Hill reported in a September 2017 article entitled
Antifa activists say violence is necessary, one of the
founders of ‘Smash Racism DC’ is Mike Isaacson.
It is not known whether Isaacson still has any involvement
with the group.
Isaacson worked in the economics department at the CUNY
Manhattan college and was placed on administrative leave last
year after he tweeted, “Some of ya’ll might think it sucks
being an anti-fascist teaching at John Jay College but I think
it’s a privilege to teach future dead cops.”
Isaacson previously tweeted his desire to “Kill all white
people born before 1962.”

On the day of the presidential election, Isaacson tweeted,

“Reminder that if Trump does end up winning this stupid thing
to assassinate Mike Pence *first*.” The tweet has not been
deleted and remains active.
Reminder that if Trump does end up winning this stupid thing
to assassinate Mike Pence *first*
— Mike Isaacson (@VulgarEconomics) November 8, 2016
Read full article here…

Pennsylvania:
Bill
Cosby
Sentenced 3 to 10 Years in
Prison for Sexual Assault in
2004
Bill Cosby, 81, the comedian and actor who was accused of
drugging and sexually assaulting more than 60 women, was
tried, convicted, and sentenced in Pennsylvania. The judge
sentenced him to a minimum of three to a maximum of ten years
in prison and described him as a “sexually violent predator”,
a classification that requires monthly counseling for the rest
of his life. When he is released from prison, his name will

appear on a sex-offender registry sent to neighbors and local
schools. Cosby’s lawyers asked for house arrest, claiming the
Cosby is legally blind, but he may be disqualified for the
program because the judge deemed him a “sexually violent
predator.” -GEG

NORRISTOWN, Pa. (AP) — A judge declared Bill Cosby
a “sexually violent predator” on Tuesday as he
prepared to sentence the 81-year-old comedian for
drugging and sexually assaulting a woman over a
decade ago.
The classification means that Cosby must undergo monthly
counseling for the rest of his life and report quarterly to
authorities. His name will appear on a sex-offender registry
sent to neighbors, schools and victims.
Montgomery County Judge Steven O’Neill made the decision as he
weighed the punishment for Cosby for violating Temple
University women’s basketball administrator Andrea Constand at
his suburban Philadelphia estate in 2004.
Cosby declined the opportunity to address the court before the
judge retreated to his chambers around noon to weigh the
sentence. O’Neill said he would announce his decision early in
the afternoon.
The comic once known as America’s Dad for his role as wise and
understanding Dr. Cliff Huxtable on “The Cosby Show” in the
1980s faced anywhere from probation to 10 years in prison
after being convicted in April in the first celebrity trial of
the #MeToo era.
Cosby’s lawyers asked for house arrest, saying Cosby — who is
legally blind — is too old and helpless to do time in prison.
Prosecutors asked for five to 10 years behind bars, saying the
comic could still be a threat to women.
Montgomery County District Attorney Kevin Steele rejected the

notion that “age, infirmity, should somehow equate to mercy.”
“He was good at hiding this for a long time. Good at
suppressing this for a long time. So it’s taken a long time to
get there,” Steele said.
Cosby’s lawyers had fought the “sexually violent predator”
designation, arguing that Pennsylvania’s sex-offender law is
unconstitutional and that he is no threat to the public at his
age. But O’Neill said prosecutors had met their burden of
proof by “clear and convincing” evidence.
Read full article here…

Project Veritas Exposes IRS
Employees in New Undercover
Video
James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas released the fourth undercover
video unmasking the Deep State. Two IRS officials, Thomas
Sheehy, an IRS tax examiner and member of the Democratic
Socialists of America, and Jerry Semasek, an IRS attorney in
Washington, DC, candidly discuss the IRS’s unfair treatment of
conservative non-profit groups. Sheehy praised former IRS
Commissioner, John Koskinen, as being “so cool” for deleting
emails to get rid of evidence. Sheehy went on to say that

conservative groups should be given extra scrutiny, even if it
is a crime because he thinks they are they are fronts for the
Koch brothers. Attorney Semasek said that certain groups with
phrases like “tea party” or “patriots” in their names received
extra scrutiny, and he admits that was a mistake. -GEG

IRS Tax Examiner: Target Conservative Groups
Because They Are “… just f***ing fronts for the
Koch brothers.”
Deleting IRS Emails is “… so cool… [conservatives]
could not hold any evidence against… ” Former IRS
Commissioner John Koskinen “…I don’t give a s**t
if that is a crime.”
IRS Attorney on Lerner Scandal: “All that stuff we
saw in the news, yeah mistakes were made.”
IRS is Comfy Gig, Democratic Socialist of America
Gets “… a lot of paid time off and sick days” to
Use for Activism
Contempt for America: “Unfortunately, I am not
allowed by the bylaws of my union to go against
the Constitution.”
This is a breaking news story. Refresh the page
for updates.
UPDATE: Sep 25, 2018, 2:36 PM | Project Veritas
attorney Ben Barr submitted this complaint to the
Department of Justice regarding the findings of
this investigation.
(Washington DC) Project Veritas has released the

fourth story in a series of undercover reports
which unmask the Deep State. This report features
two Internal Revenue Service (IRS) officials who
candidly discuss the IRS’s unfair treatment of
conservative non-profit groups. The two officials
in the report are Thomas Sheehy, an IRS tax
examiner and member of the Austin Democratic
Socialists of America in Texas, and Jerry Semasek,
an IRS attorney in Washington, DC.
The Austin Democratic Socialists of America is a
socialist group that works to advance ‘progressive
issues’ in Austin, Texas.
Flagrantly Targeting Conservative Groups
Sheehy boasts about and appears to justify former
disgraced IRS Commissioner John Koskinen, who was
mired in scandal for losing tens of thousands of
emails regarding the Lois Lerner controversy. The
Lois Lerner controversy occurred in 2013 and
involved revelations showing that the IRS unfairly
scrutinized conservative groups.
SHEEHY: “John Koskinen. He got a lot of flak for giving
increased scrutiny to these Tea Party groups. Conservatives
got really mad at him, he was so cool though because he
deleted all the emails, so they could not hold any evidence
against him.”

Sheehy continues:
SHEEHY: “Yeah, I don’t give a s**t if that is a crime for
doing that because… you should give increased scrutiny to
those groups because a lot of them are just f***ing fronts for
the Koch brothers or whatever.”

Mistakes Were Made
In a separate meeting, attorney Semasek discloses
to Project Veritas multiple times that “mistakes
were made,” during the 2013 scandal when
conservative non-profits were targeted when
applying for tax-exempt status.
SEMASEK: “… you know what, for what it’s worth, on the record,
I know people in Tax Exempt Government Entities. All that
stuff we saw in the news, yeah mistakes were made”

Attorney Semasek, who worked for the IRS during
the 2013 scandal, continued:
SEMASEK: “… The law requires that an organization can’t be
political, it can’t be partisan to be tax exempt… Those
employees in Cincinnati Ohio started to separate them and put
them in a pile. And it turns out that they were like the Tea
Party group of people. And I think they did, like Lois Lerner
and maybe some of her employees were more liberal leaning or
Democrats so I don’t know if they disallowed them, but they
required them to produce more documentation to try to prove
that they weren’t partisan.”

He repeated that mistakes were made:
SEMASEK: “… and that was bad. I think, from what
people tell me, that really know about, there
were mistakes made, but the problem with what
happened… And again, there were mistakes made,
and I think probably some people that were
advised against conservative groups did make
some mistakes.”
Read full article here…

